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HEALING: A Cure from Consciousness. CHAP.1
We will see how each one of us is able to become an intelligent cell inside a bigger
body. How you can bring the best of your life, your experience, your love, your
good will to a group energy current for healing. This is the way how healing groups
work.
EDITOR'S NOTE: This seminar was offered by Jorge Carvajal in May, 2006 in San
Sebastián. Its transcription has been made by San Sebastián group in Spain.
Corrections from oral to written language have been made by Elena Montoro.
I know that many of you have already come and heard some ideas about personal
growth. This weekend we are trying, slowly so you do not get frightened, to get into
something that is more practical. I know that everything is practical, because it
helps us to transform our relationships and our life. Now and definitely, we need to
get into the healer's path: to heal life. Not only to heal our life, but to help others to
heal their lives. Not only through a good will, a will of goodness, advices, company,
or serenity, but through a direct intervention of soul through personality.
During this weekend, we will try; first, to be aware that we are a soul; second, that
soul can express itself through our personality; third, that this expression is energy;
fourth, that expression can be achieved throughout love; and fifth, that love is
energy; it is a substance. We need to know that this substance has an effect on our
physical body, on our endocrine glands, on our organs, and on all our systems.
To understand this, we will try to make a trip from the integration of personality. We
will try to go through several stages to understand. A first stage in which our soul
takes up our body as an instrument and can show itself throughout that body to

heal our life. This leads us to the proposal of self-healing techniques: to heal the
healer. If we heal ourselves, we can heal our environment, the world around us.
Once it is achieved, we will go through the second stage, that of knowing the soul's
mechanism or the soul's instrument. This means to go beyond our personality to
penetrate our physical-etheric body and, inside it, to understand the soul's
mechanism; a microcosmos reflecting a macrocosmos in order to be able to take
up our instrument, no longer in an idealistic sense, but in a real sense; it means,
how we use our hands, our eyes, our steered thought, our purpose, our energy
centers, and our reflex therapy places to help other people heal.
In the third stage, we will discuss healing techniques, some healing protocols, and
alignment techniques. All this, in the context of an ancient and new science that we
have not totally understood; that is the science of Rays and Centers. What kind of
Rays are those about which people have been spoken about? And what kind of
relationship do Centers have with our psychology, with our healing techniques?
Finally, we are going to get involved in a wonderful context: that of the group
healing. How each one of us can become an intelligent cell inside a bigger body.
How you can bring the best of your life, your experience, your love, your good will
in a group energy current to heal. This is the way how healing groups work.
Consequently, the objective of this seminar is that we take possession of our
humanity, of that huge human potential that each one of us has to heal and, joined
to that humanity in a service current, we will learn how to heal our life. Healing life
is healing our homes, our relationships, our environment, our image of death, our
image of evolution. But it is also healing our planet, our surrounding nature. It also
includes healing our political relationships, our political attitudes; because healing
is also to harmonize our personal, familiar, and social economies. Healing is also
to find the art world and cover this black and white world with colors; to give it the
sense of what one can enjoy with joy. It also means to heal our science to fill it with

consciousness, with sense, so that we can also understand that science is a matter
of God.
If science has become materialistic, positivistic or scientificist, it is not science's
fault but the way in which human beings get related to it. Healing is also building a
world religion because, by definition, every religion is global, universal; it is
something that governs the relationship between man and divinity or the
relationship between man and cosmic intelligence.
We are going to realize how we can heal our attitudes towards transcendental
things and beyond life; how to get reconnected with life horizon. We are going to
realize that healing is to rescue Merlin's power -the wizard- inside each one of us.
We are going to realize that life is absolute magic and that inside each one of us,
there is a wizard that can officiate the ritual of life by knowing the law of rhythms.
In that way, healing is to travel over those seven cosmic avenues that have to deal
with the objective of our system. There is also a central government in our body,
not just outside but also inside, and it has to do with the apprentice's education and
attitude. We learn what is essential in life and it is that we are here for learning.
When we learn, we understand and, when we understand, we heal our life.
Healing is also to have a global vision of world. Not only a local vision but a
philosophy, an epistemology, a philosophy of science of our relationships with
world, so that we can give a framework to this and we can know that there are laws
underneath. There are cosmic laws that we are going to name "the law of the
One", "the law of the Three" and "the law of the Five" Summarizing, we will refer to
them as "law of will"; "law of love" and "law of intelligence." But we are also
referring to the spirit, the soul, the body. If we wanted to refer to it in a different
way, we could say that they are the music, the musician, and his/her instrument.
We are going to talk about those levels to make life as music, so we can dance
with it and enjoy it. Healing is not a terrible responsibility.
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